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Materials 
Pepperberry Knits 100% Cashmere mini skeins  
in either DK or Sport weight 
Fun Size Bundle Mini Skeins DK weight 
(80 g/2.8 oz, 200 yd/182 m, 1 bundle of 8 colors) 
US size 7 [5.5 mm] set of DPN(s) or circular needles for 
working in the round (or size needed to obtain gauge) 
Fun Size Bundle Mini Skeins Sport weight 
(80 g/2.8 oz, 360 yd/329 m, 1 bundle of 8 colors) 
US size 5 [3.75 mm] set of DPN(s) or circular needles for 
working in the round (or size needed to obtain gauge) 
Scrap yarn for provisional CO 
Spare needle(s) for working in the rnd 
Darning needle for Kitchener Stitch finishing 

Gauge 21 sts in DK, 24 sts in Sport = 4” in St st 

Notions Stitch marker 

Finished Size  approximately 24” around, 5.75 - 7” tall 

©  2015 Pepperberry Knits 
This pattern cannot be duplicated, photocopied or reproduced without the written permission of Pepperberry Knits 

One copy of this pattern may be made by purchaser for personal use only 
If you wish to knit this item for resale purposes, please email us at info@pepperberryknits.com for licensing information ollllllllll

Pattern Notes 
The Hillary Cowl is worked in the round.  Choose whichever method of knitting in the round that is comfortable to you. Use 
scrap yarn for the provisional CO.  There is no need to weave in ends when you change colors for the stripes.  To change colors, 
tie the new yarn color to the working yarn snugly behind your last worked st then start knitting with the new yarn. Check your 
gauge.  If not, you run the risk of not having enough yarn to complete the rnds.  Kitchener Stitch BO worked in the round.  
For a quick tutorial on how to knit jogless stripes in the round check out this tutorial on Craftsy.  http://www.craftsy.com/blog/
2013/08/knitting-jogless-stripes-in-the-round/  Photo shown worked in DK weight in colorway Artist.

Pattern 
Provisional CO 55 (83) sts.  - DK numbers are written first, Sport numbers are in ( ). 
Join in rnd being careful not to twist stitches. Place marker to mark the beginning of the rnd.   
Set 1: k 1 rnd color A.  k 1 rnd color B.  Continue working stripes in colors A and B for 20 (24) rnds total.   
Set 2: Cut color A leaving a 2” tail.  Tie on color C to yarn tail of color A.  Work stripes in colors C and B for 20 (24) rnds.   
Set 3: Cut color B leaving a 2” tail.  Tie on color D to yarn tail of color B.  Work stripes in colors D and C for 20 (24) rnds. 
Set 4: Cut color C leaving a 2” tail.  Tie on color E to yarn tail of color C.  Work stripes in colors E and D for 20 (24) rnds. 
Set 5: Cut color D leaving a 2” tail.  Tie on color F to yarn tail of color D.  Work stripes in colors F and E for 20 (24) rnds. 
Set 6: Cut color E leaving a 2” tail.  Tie on color G to yarn tail of color E.  Work stripes in colors G and F for 20 (24) rnds. 
Set 7: Cut color F leaving a 2” tail.  Tie on color H to yarn tail of color F.  Work stripes in colors H and G for 20 (24) rnds. 
Set 8: Cut color G leaving a 2” tail.  Tie on color A to yarn tail of color G.  Work stripes in colors A and H for 18 (22) rnds. 
Work one more rnd in color A.  Break color A yarn and weave in end.  Leave remaining color H intact for BO. 
Unzip your provisional CO stitches and place them onto a spare needle. 
Using color H, kitchener stitch together in the rnd the stitches you just placed onto the spare needle to the stitches just worked. 
Weave in loose ends.  Hand wash.  Lay flat to dry.

Hillary Cowl
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